
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of javascript. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for javascript

Being on time for all shifts, meetings, appointments and classes required to
meet and maintain job responsibilities
Creating smart goal action plans to meet individual goals for revenue, sales
and retention
Quickly addressing any member issues, questions or concerns regarding their
fitness programs, including cancel requests, suspensions and transfers and
escalate issues to management appropriately
Completing all administrative tasks including, but not limited to, scheduling
pt sessions two weeks in advance, rescheduling all canceled appointments
and following session authorization policies
Proficiency in the use of our POS and membership system, timekeeping any
other computer programs required to meet the business needs of the
customer and TSI
Partnering with sales team to meet new members and prospects, to review
Needs Analysis and to present fitness services at POS
Regularly partnering with Fitness Leader for direction, coaching and feedback
Successfully navigating through basic IT platforms
Hitting and exceeding all revenue, session and sales targets reflecting a
consistent month over month growth
Engaging with members, clients and peers through internal and external
prospecting activities
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Ability to handle rejection without allowing you it to affect your next
opportunity
Ability to proficiently use our POS, membership, CRM systems, timekeeping
any other computer programs required to meet the business needs of the
customer and TSI
Positive engaging personality and rapport builder
Team player with a competitive nature
College degree in business, sales & marketing, or related field preferred
Always try to do better


